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P71 ABsTRAcr 
Planar optical circuits may be made to cross through 
each other, (thus eliminating extra steps required to 
fabricate elevated, nonintersecting crossovers) by con- 
trol of the dimensions of the crossing light conductors 
(10,12) to be significantly greater than d=0.89h and the 
angle of crossing as nearly 90” as conveniently possible. 
A light trap may be provided just ahead of the intersec- 
tion to trap any light being reflected in the source con- 
ductor at angles greater than about 45”. The light trap 
may take the form of triangular shaped portions (16a 
166) on each side of the source conductor with the far 
side of the triangular portion receiving incident light at 
an angle so that incident light will be reflected to the 
other side, or it may take the form of windows (18a, 
186) in place of the triangular portions. Planar optical 
circuit boards (21-23) may be fabricated and stacked to 
form a keyboard (20) with intersecting conductop4 
(26-29) and “keyholes” (0-9) where conductors merge 
at the broad side of the circuit boards. These keyholes 
may be prearranged to form an array or matrix of key- 
holes. 
5 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
. .  
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such as a large keyboard with a mosaic of hundreds of 
keyholes to be used for various purposes. 
An object of this invention is to fabricate monolithic 
AT GRADE OPTICAL CROSSOVER FOR 
MONOLITHIC OPTIAL CIRCUITS 
- -  ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is sub- 
keyholes illuminated fro& source light entering at-one 
end through a conductor that branches. 
optical circuit boards in layers that are perpendicular to 
its upper surface, each layer containing a plurality of 
ject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, Public Law 85-568 
(72 Stat. 435; 42 USC 2457). 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
In accordance with the present invention, optical 
paths in monolithic optical circuits fabricated in accor- 
dance with the teachings of the aforesaid application by 
Vincent L. Evanchuk may be made to through 
ricate (now abandoned), and more particularly to an im- complished by control of the dimensions of the crossing proved way of providing crossing light conductors on 
the same grade or level. light conductors and of the crossing angle. The dimen- 
plane on which all conductors can kept separate, 20 dunension d=0.89h at which diffraction may begin to 
without intersecting or crossing over, especially when take Place where a light conductor is open like a slit at 
the circuit elements to be connected have a plurality of . the Point of intercepting the crowing conductor. And 
terminals. In electrical conductive printed circuits the the angle of interception is controlled to be as nearly 90” 
necessary crossovers are fabricated by adding addi- as conveniently possible. To further reduce any leakage 
tional layers of circuitry and connections are made 25 (crosstalk) of light from one conductor into the other 
between layers by plating through drilled holes at ap- intersecting conductor, a light trap may be provided 
propriate points. In a monolithic optical circuit struc- just ahead of the intersection to trap any light being 
ture proposed by Vincent L. Evanchuk in the aforesaid reflected in the source conductor at large angles, i.e., 
copending application filed concurrently herewith, angles greater than about 45‘. The light trap may take 
crossovers are fabricated by depositing additional layers 30 the form of a triangular shaped portion on each side of 
of radiation sensitive plastic, exposing the plastic the Source conductor wherein the far side of the triang- 
uncatalyzed plastic-leaving elevated crossovers con- conductor is at an angle equal to or than 45e so that nected to conductors in lower layers. If even only one the incident light will be reflected to the other side. crossover on a monolithic optical circuit board is 35 
needed, layers are required; then the number of What would be the thwd side of the triangle iS a window 
process steps is roughly doubled. This has a direct effect for light at large Of reflection to be passed into 
on cost. In certain cases it would desirable to &mi- the triangular shaped trap* Alternatively, the trap may 
nate the need for additional levels in providing a cross- be Simply windows on the sides ofthe Source cfhductor 
ing between light conductors. 40 just ahead of the intersecting conductor. Monolithic 
In the aforesaid Evanchuk application, a keyboard is optical circuits C a n  be produced with or without inter- 
fabricated by forming a monolithic plastic block with secting conductors and traps, but with “keyholes” com- 
internal light conductors brought up through it to “key- prised of conductors merging at one side at less than a 
holes” at the keyboard surface from light distribution critical angle of refraction with the surface of the side. 
conductors formed in a first level on a substrate. The 45 These monolithic optical circuits can then be stacked to 
illuminating light is brough up to each “keyhole” by a form a numerical keyboard, or any mosaic or array of 
rising conductor illuminated through a source conduc- keyholes required with optical circuits for coupling to 
tor to join a second rising conductor that connects with 
a sensing conductor; these rising conductors join at the ne novel features that are considered characteristic 
keyboard surface in an inverted v to form the keyhole. 50 of this invention are set forth with particularly in the 
less than the critical angle of refraction so that the illu- 
minating light in one conductor passes out to the ambi- 
ent atmosphere unless a finger or other reflecting object 
is placed directly on the keyhole to reflect the light 55 
beam back down into the sensing conductor. 
To insure proper registration between the distribu- 
tion circuit board and the rising conductors, and to 
insure a proper joining of the rising conductors, high 
precision is required. The angle of the irradiating beam 
used in fabricating the rising conductors must be very 
carefully controlled throughout the entire sequence of 
steps used in fabricating the plurality of rising conduc- 
tors, as must its location at each exposure, since this is, 
in practice, a step-by-step operation of one exposure per 
rising conductor. Manufacture would be slow and 
costly. This would be especially true in any application 
which requires a large number of illumination points, 
lo 
This invention relates to monolithic optical circuits of 
138,165 filed Apr. 7, 1980 by Vincent L- Evanchuk, 
the type a Ser* No* each other, thus eliminating extra steps required to fab- 
nonintersecting crossovers. This is ac- 
It is usually impossible to design a circuit on a single are to be significantly greater than the 
through a mask, and away the unexposed, ular portion receiving incident light from the Source 
and devices. 
The departure Of the rising conductors from noma1 is appended c]aims. The invention will best be understood 
from the following description when read in 
with the accompanying drawings. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
60 
65 
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating two optical 
conductors intersecting each other in accordance with 
the present invention. 
FIG. 2 illustrates one form of light trap that may be 
used with the intersecting conductors of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 illustrates another form of light trap that may 
be used with intersecting conductors of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 4 illustrates how planar monolithic optical cu- 
cui@ can be formed, with intersecting conductors as 
required, and stacked to provide a keyboard with “key- 
holes” formed in the individual planar circuits thus 
formed and stacked. 
. .’ 
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intended that the claims be interpreted to cover such 
modifications and equivalents. 
boards of only ten keyholes, molding would likely be 
the most effective fabrication technique to use. 
The laminated circuits of FIG. 4 illustrate in front a What is claimed is: 
circuit which would run vertically through the “l”, “4’ 1. In a monolithic optical circuit, a planar crossover 
and “7” positions of a keyboard for a calculator, adding 5 of two light conductors comprised of straight sections 
machine or telephone dial set. The illuminating light of the two conductors intersecting at as close to 90’ as 
beam enters at the right edge and is distributed to all can be conveniently provided for the crossover, 
three positions, as shown. This causes an inevitable wherein each conductor section h a  cross section di- 
crossing over of at least two sensing lines. While the mensions greater than 0.89)L at which diffraction may 
crossings could be made by the methods of the aforesaid 10 begin to take place at the opening of one section into the 
l%mchUk application, yielding elevated, nonintersect- volume of intersection, where ), is the wavelength of 
ing crossovers, the intersecting crossings ‘at grade’ Source light used in said monolithic optical circuit, and 
and all its fabrication steps. While there is some danger 15 being reflected from sides of said conductor at large 
of crosstalk from these grade crossings, most of this can angles, wherein said trap is comprised of triangular 
be eliminated by the traps shown in FIG. 2 or FIG. 3. If shaped portions in said straight section on at least two 
the sensors have a threshold level of actuation set opposing sides, each triangular portion having a far side 
higher than the remaining crosstalk level, there will be receiving incident light at an angle equal to or 
no problem from this source. The threshold can also 20 less than 450 so that the incident light will be reflected 
sensing lines. Filtering and/or synchronous modulating- what would be the third side of the triangular portion is /demodulating can also be used-to eliminate ambient a window for light at large angles of reflection in said light problems. Normally these will not arise, for the straight portion of said conductor. light level in the conductors will usually be very high 25 2. The combination of claim 1 wherein said large compared to the usual indoor ambient light. The light angles are angles greater than about 45”. emitted from each sensing junction will be apparent to 3. In a monolithic optical circuit having an optical the operator, since it exists at an angle to the normal, as 
shown for keyholes 641,,, ,4, and “,, by the arrOwS in conductor adapted to receive light from a source and a 
FIG. 4. These lit areas can serve as locators, or targqts, 30 Of Optical conductors crossing said 
source conductor at an angle of approximately W, a for the operator. 
great number of illuminating points would be required. crossing sense conductor in a straight section of said 
would be few or no crossovers required. Each optical 35 flected from sides Of said source conductor at large 
circuit of a stack consist of a great many lines angles, wherein said source conductor branches into a 
coming up to keyboard surface but without the junc- number of conductors intersecting the side of said opti- 
tions shown in FIG. 4. mese can be fed from one illu- cal circuit at less than the critical angle of refraction so 
minating bus, where only self-illumination is required. that illuminating source light passes Out to tiIe ambient 
Separately switched lines are required where the 40 atmosphere through an intersecting side area Unless an 
changeable-type capability is desired. object is placed directly over said area to cause light to 
The stack of optical circuits can be bonded together be reflected, said number of branches being equal to a 
(laminated), or held by frames, bolts, and the like. n e  number Of sensing conductors each Of which intersects 
input/output devices can be located outside the lami- a different one Of said source conductor branches at an 
nated circuits, or incorporated on them. In the latter 45 intersecting side area, whereby each side area becomes 
case they must be physically staggered to attain a high an area where light may be selectively caused to be 
stacking factor. In simple keyboards the sensors (photo- reflected into a Sense conductor by placing an object 
diodes, phototransistors, etc.) may be formed directly over the area to reflect light into a sense conductor that 
on the planar optical circuits, since stacking factors can would otherwise pass out. 
be low. Their electrically conductive leads would be 50 4. The combination of claim 3 wherein said large 
fabricated on the planar optical circuits by the usual angles are angles greater than about 45”. 
techniques used for printed circuits. 5. The combination of claim 3 or 4 including a plural- 
Although particular embodiments of the invention ity of optical circuits stacked together to form a surface 
have been described and illustrated herein, it is recog- with an array of side areas where light may be selec- 
nized that modifications and variations may readily 55  tively caused to be reflected into a sense conductor. 
shown in would yield a thinner and less costly 
optical circuit by eliminating need for a second layer 
including a light trap in a straight section ofa conductor 
just ahead of the CrOSSOver for trapping Source light 
take care Of ambient light entering into the to the other side of the triangular portion, whereby 
For a self-illuminated, changeable-type keyboard, a 
Most, if not all, would not have sensing lines, thus there 
light trap in said Source conductor just ahead of each 
Source conductor for trapping source light being re- 
occur to those skilled in the art. Consequently, it is * * * * *  
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